
In today's class, Team STEAM discussed NATURE and
ECOSYSTEMS! We took a trip to the rainforest, desert,
and the tundra and met some fun and furry animals! 

If you loved this trip to these ecosystems, you'll love
learning how these ecosystems and animals and plants
relate to ART in real life!

Hi! I'm Po the Polar Bear!

You guys met me on

your ecosystem trip! I'm

here to tell you about

how ART and NATURE

goes together! 

Nature Collage
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I have a question I

want to ask you!

When you go

outside, what do

you see?

Maybe you see some other houses and
buildings, cars, roads. But you also see NATURE!

flowers! weather! birds! 

Nature is all about how different parts of our
world INTERACT and WORK with each other!

What is Nature?
Nature is everything and anything in the world
that is NOT made by humans! This includes:
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Lots of art pieces are based off of NATURE!
Many photographs are taken of nature, like
animals, landscapes, waterfalls! Paintings are
sometimes inspired by nature too!

How Does Nature Connect to Art?

Here are some examples of nature-inspired artwork!
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Nature Collage Activity
Now that you know what an ecosystem is, you can look
for nature items in your own ecosystem or community
and make a really cool nature collage!

Pine cone

Green leaves from

2 different trees

Brown leaf

Pine needles

Bark from a tree

Small rock

Feather

Grass

Dandelion

Two flowers

Handful of soil

Any other cool

nature items!

I have an idea: why don't YOU

make some artwork inspired by

nature! I want you to go out

into your own ecosystem and

look for nature items! Below,

I'm going to provide you a list of

nature items and I challenge

you to find at least THREE of

them!
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Once you’ve found as many items as possible,
it’s time to get to work making your very own
NATURE COLLAGE! To make a collage, we
recommend using a piece of paper,
construction paper, or poster board (or
whatever you have at home!) as the base. Use
glue, tape, or whatever you have to stick your
nature items to your base! We challenge you
to be creative and make cool artwork with
your items! 

We're so glad that you enjoyed your Team
STEAM classes enough to come back and do
this extra activity! We hope you come back
tomorrow for another Team STEAM class! We
would love to see your nature colleges!

I'm so happy that you helped me

learn about nature and art! I hope I

can see you tomorrow for another

Team STEAM class!
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